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ABSTRACT: Wind turbine manufacturing requires the assembly of large mechanical components, which is crucial to inspect
along the production line in order to prevent high reparation costs afterwards. A critical component in this process is the
turbine hub, which supports the wind blades and ball bearings allowing the pitch motion. At present, hub inspection is a
manual task, which requires expert operators and long execution time. This paper proposes a novel methodology for the selfadaptive inspection of wind turbine hubs via industrial robots: a set of Critical-To-Quality parameters (CTQs), are inferred
from the CAD drawing of wind turbine hub; registration between robot and hub is performed; finally a CAD2robot trajectories
planning is accomplished. Methodology is implemented through a Matlab and Simulink Programming Language and
combined with an Industrial PC-based control technology Beckhoff TwinCAT 3. Tests with an Fanuc Industrial M-6iB robot
arm and R-30iA controller have been successfully performed on re-scaled model of the hub. The flexibility of this methodology
allows applications on other industrial contexts, which can benefit from automation.
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1. Introduction
The market of renewable energy is growing because of increasing reliability of their plants: particularly, the usage of wind
turbines is expanding world widely [1,2], allowing installation of turbines even in harsh environments as it is the case of the
offshore platforms. The manufacturing process of these systems requires the design and assembly of large mechanical components
up to weight of tents of tons, up to length of 50÷75 m, and huge rotor diameter [3,4]. Hence, it is compulsory to guarantee that
such large components, which are traveling within the factory from one manufacturing cell to another, do not have to be rejected
along the construction process, because of any mechanical fault. An accurate geometric inspection can prevent assembly
faults and highly cost for reparations afterwards.
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A critical component of the wind turbine - which requires delicate inspection because of its particular geometry and task - is
the turbine hub: this element embeds the hydraulic actuators - allowing pitch movements of the blades, according to the
speed of the wind - and a set of ball bearing supporting these movements (Figure 1). Since the wind blades can be up to 75 m
long, the geometry tolerances and mechanical quality of the hub are quite demanding to prevent catastrophic faults. Above
all, the flatness of the hub flanges, supporting the bearings, has to be accurately examined before assembling the blades on
top of the plant.
Geometric Inspection approaches and tools
At present, the geometric inspection of wind turbine hubs is manually performed, requires expert personnel and long execution
time to complete the task [5]. Nevertheless, automatic, or semi-automatic, processes performing geometric inspection of
large mechanical components do exist, based on commercial Gantry Measuring Machine [6,7], optical-based architectures
and laser scanner [8]; if the inspected objects are rescaled to dimensions which are compatible with tool workspace, passive
and instrumented arms - equipped with proper scanners – maybe also used [9]; moreover, a considerable effort has been done
on intelligent image processing algorithms based on surface recognition [10] and laser triangulation sensors [11]. Conversely,
the use of active robotic devices for the automation of the manufacturing process is quite common, due to robot movement
quality and precision, as well as cost reduction in large scale production and high reproducibility [12]. On the other hand,
some other applications and robotic technical solutions are quite cost demanding and require exclusive equipment while
reducing the effective manufacturing flexibility.
This paper aims at combining the advantages of using a robotic device in wind turbine industry with further benefits of
performing flexible and self-adaptive manufacturing. A novel hardware and software architecture is proposed for the geometric
inspection of wind turbine hubs, which is inherently self-adaptive and reconfigurable. The architecture is based on a 3 stages
process:
1. Critical-To-Quality (CTQ) parameters are inferred from the CAD drawing of the hub component;
2. An industrial robot is calibrated vs. the component geometry;
3. CAD2robot trajectories are automatically inferred according to motion strategy defined from selected set of
CTQs.
The paper is organized in further four sessions: the first one introduces the materials and methods of the geometric inspection
process, including the identification of the CTQs and calibration process; the second session details the algorithm for the
self-adaptive trajectory planning according to selected CTQs to be inspected. Finally, the last two sessions present results
and discussion, respectively.

Figure 1. 3D plot of wind turbine hub (source file provided by Gamesa Corporation)
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2. Geometric Inspection
In general, to perform a quality inspection of a mechanical element, it is required to define:
9 A set of Critical-To-Quality parameters (CTQs) - or Geometrical Features (GFs) - which have to be measured on
the component and compared with the nominal dimension of its design;
9 The deviations which is allowed between the two measurements within given tolerances.
To perform a self-adaptive geometric inspection, the following hardware and software set-up is envisaged: a 3D scanning
device or laser scanner is mounted on top of the end-effector of an industrial robot, while robot performing well-defined
motions of the device along the large-scale hub; thanks to known kinematics of the robot, the scanning device acquires local

Figure 2. On top panels: 3D plot of wind turbine hub and robot trajectories for geometric inspection (red colour) of CTQ n. 5,
blade flatness (left panel) and CTQ n. 8, blade angularity relative to datum (right panel) – see Table 1 and Figure 1. Bottom
panels: projections of the robot trajectories on the x-y and y-z planes
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geometric information of the component, so that discrete scans can be stored and mapped to the corresponding locations of
the scanner and the shape of the object can be finally reconstructed. According to this scenario, the inspection task is
performed with the following steps:
• CAD2 Robot Motion – Robot controller plans and executes trajectories of the scanner to explore areas of hub
CTQs and validate - at the end the process - given tolerances. The trajectory planner receives input data from the design or
CAD drawings of the component: positions and orientations of the component are extracted from the drawing and converted
into robot coordinate system. From this data, the different positions to which the 3D scanner is taken to, by the industrial
robot, are calculated.
• Registration – Reference system of the robot arm is registered with respect to reference system of the hub;
homogeneous mapping between the two references is established by moving the arm to homologous points of the object and
of the drawing. Local reference system of the 3D scanner is referred to the same reference systems.
• Geometric Inspection – 3D scanner is taken by the robot to the areas of interest where CTQs have been defined.
For each robot pose (i.e. position and orientation), scanner acquires point clouds of the geometry of the part. Point clouds
captured on the different poses are referred to the same object reference system thanks to robot kinematics. 3D image is
reconstructed and finally, measured point clouds are compared with nominal values.
2.1 Critical-To-Quality Parameters (CTQs)
To inspect wind turbine hubs, CTQs have to be defined, according to the mechanical requirements and specifications of the
component. Measurements need a set of reference surfaces or datum to be validated the geometric measurements vs. their
references (Figure 1). Table I defines set of CTQs, which include:
- Position and flatness of hub flanges1;
- Blades position and angularity;
- Holes orthogonality;
- Flanges position;
- Holes concentricity.
Because of hub symmetry (Figure 1), some CTQs are replicated along component circular structure; therefore - without loss
of generality - the process may focus on a restricted number of CTQs - handling with a singular flange and wind blade – and
then be easily generalized to the other ones (i.e. the whole set of CTQs).
Consistent with these criteria, four CTQs are analyzed - namely n. 5, 8, 11 and 14 of Table 1 – in order to perform the
geometric inspection. For each CTQ, a suitable motion strategy of the robot-scanner system has to be defined aimed at
properly inspecting the targeted GF.
2.2 Robot Motion Strategy
According to each CTQ, a motion strategy of the robot is defined to inspect areas of interest of the selected CTQ: the
resultant end-effector or scanner patterns are reported in Figure 2; to inspect CTQ n. 5, namely the flatness of the blade, the
robot hast to perform a circular movement on top of the flange, while maintaining a constant distance – or offset - from its
surface (Figure 2, left panel). The object-robot distance depends on the optical parameters of the scanner and on the precision
requirements up to the precision specifications of the robot, in order to finally guarantee a proper tessellation of the surfaces
and therefore a correct 3D reconstruction. Secondly, to optimize the scan, orientation of the robot tool and, therefore, of the
scanner Field of View (FoV), the device has to be constantly perpendicular to the flange surface. A similar set of patterns of
the robot positions and orientations can be defined for each of the other 3 CTQs: Figure 2 reports the motion strategy related
to validation of CTQ n. 8 (angularity of the blade, relative to the datum).

1

The circular and flat surfaces, which are housing the bearing and supporting blades pitch regulation around their longitudinal
axis
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GFs
Class

Description

1

Position of main flange holes regarding to datum E

2

Position of Pitch A regarding to datum DA

3

Position of Pitch B regarding to datum DB

4

Position of Pitch C regarding to datum DC

5

Flatness for blade A

6

Flatness for blade B

7

Flatness for blade C

8

Angularity for blade A regarding to datum E

9

Angularity for blade B regarding to datum E

10

Angularity for blade C regarding to datum E

11

Position of blade A holes regarding to datum DA

12

Position of blade B (holes regarding to datum DB

13

Position of blade C holes regarding to datum DC

14

Position of Blade A regarding to datum E

15

Position of Blade B regarding to datum E

16

Position of Blade C regarding to datum E

17

Concentricity of diameter regarding to datum E

18

Angularity between blade A and blade B

19

Angularity between blade A and blade C

20

Flatness for Main Flange

21

Perpendicularity of Pitch A hole regarding to datum A

22

Perpendicularity of Pitch A hole regarding to datum B

23

Perpendicularity of Pitch A hole regarding to datum C

24

Position of spinner flange holes regarding to datum E

Table 1. Critical To Quality parameters (CTQs) of wind turbine hub (Figure 1)
2.3 Hub-Like Component (HLC)
Wind turbine hubs are massive components, up to tents of tons of weight with volume of some cube meters. Such physical
and geometric characteristics usually entail the usage of cranes and huge tools to perform the assembly, tighten the bearings
and move and gather the different components during the manufacturing process.
For practical reason, in order to test the proposed methodology, a rescaled model of the wind turbine hub – namely a HubLike Component (HLC) - has been designed and used. The HLC has been conceived to maintain and preserve the main
geometrical characteristics and CTQs of the real hub, while allowing performing geometric inspection in a laboratory
environment.
A design of the HLC has been developed, which is made of two surfaces, a flange and a datum, with a relative angular
displacement of 88°, as it is the case of some real wind turbine hubs. Each surface has an extension of 0.80×0.80 m. On the
main surface, a flange – like hole of 0.50 m diameter is manufactured and surrounded by 8 holes of 2.5 cm diameter for
tightening 8×M24 bolts and nuts supporting ball bearing of the blade. On the other surface, a datum – like hole of 0.40 m
diameter is inserted.
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Figure 3. Design and manufacturing of the re-scaled Hub-Like Component (HLC) - left and right panels, respectively
The HLC is designed (Figure 3, left panel), and manufactured with Medium-Density Fibreboard material (MDF). Figure 3
reports the design and manufactured object (left and right panels, respectively).
2.4 Reference Systems, Flange & Datum
In order to perform robotic inspection of the HLC, a reference system which is in common between the object and the robot is
set. The reference - i.e. the triplet of vectors which are anchored to the HLC flange (x, y, z) - are defined as it is shown in Figure
3, left panel (see the bottom right sub-plot).

Figure 4. Geometric parameters, outer and inner surfaces (left panel) and frames (right panel) of the HLC flange and datum
Because of the CTQs characteristics and the robot motion strategy (see par. 2, subpar. 2.1 and 2.2), the inspection of the HLC
requires the exploration of the flange and the datum, namely of external and internal surfaces, which have been highlighted in
blue color in the design of Figure 4 (see the left panel). The marked surfaces are delimited by edges and, precisely, by:
9 An external and two internal edges defining outer and inner surfaces of flange and including, respectively, the
edges of the 8 holes receiving the M24 bolts and nuts of the ball bearing (Figure 4, left panel);
9 An external edge and two internal edges circumscribing the outer and inner surfaces of the datum, respectively
(Figure 4, left panel).
2.5 Flange & Datum Parametrization
Performing inspection of these surfaces in a self-adaptive manner requires that CTQs are parameterized and interpreted by the
trajectory planning architecture later on (i.e. the CAD2robot motion). According to the references of Figure 4, the following
parameters are defined:
• Position of the surfaces regarding the reference system, namely inner and outer radius and center of circles
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constraining the flange and datum surfaces (Figure 4, left panel, blue colored parts);
• Surfaces’ orientation vs. the reference system, namely triplets of components of unitary vector perpendicular to
the surfaces (normV in in the same figure);
• Position and orientation vector (normV) of vertexes, defining the flange and datum frames.
Parameters are extracted are extracted from CAD drawing and registered within structured Excel® (Microsoft Corp.) or
Comma Separated Values (CSV) file format, as it is shown in Table 2.
2.6 Robot and HLC Registration
An M-6iB Industrial Robot and R-30iA Controller (by Fanuc) have been used to perform the HLC geometric inspection. The
M-6iB device is an industrial 6 d.o.f. (degree of freedom) robot with a reach of 1.373 m, a global payload at wrist of 6 Kg and
a position repeatability of ± 0.08 mm [13]. This hardware set up was adopted since it was available in the laboratory
infrastructure and it is well representative of a typical robot equipment in a manufacturing industrial environment.
To perform the robot-HLC registration, a dial test indicator and customized support have been used: an indicator, model Baty
CL1, with 0.01 mm resolution, has been attached to the robot flange by means of a support made of thermoplastic Acrylonitrile
Butadiene Styrene (Figure 5). The support has been designed with SolidWorks software (by Dassault Systèmes Corp.) and
manufactured with a ProJet HD3000 (by Print It 3D Ltd). Design of the support has been conceived to simultaneously
safeguard:
9 The mechanical alignment of the indicator, with respect to the centre of robot flange (which represents the origin
of robot reference system, i.e. the tool reference system);
9 The orthogonality of the orientation of the tool regarding to the flange (i.e. the z-axis of the tool reference
system). These simple choices make straightforward definition of geometric offset between the tool reference system and
robot default reference system (namely the one which is assigned from the controller).
To ensure an optimal positioning of the HLC component vs. robot workspace and therefore a proper reachability of HLC
flange and datum surfaces, the experimental set-up of the work cell has been previously simulated with RoboGuide Simulation
Software & Animation Tool (Fanuc Corp.). An overview of the virtual reality environment and of the real set-up is reported in
Figure 6 (left and right panels, respectively).

Figure 5. The robot-HLC registration set-up: a Baty CL1 dial test indicator (left panel) is mounted on the end-effector flange
of Fanuc M6-iB Robot Arm (right panel) by means of an ABS customized support (central panel)
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Figure 6. Simulated and experimental registration performed with Fanuc RoboGuide Software & Animation Tool (left
panel) and real Fanuc M6-iB robot arm (right panel)
A typical industrial 3-point calibration procedure is implemented to register the tool and robot reference system vs. the HLC
object: origin, x-axis direction and x-y plane of user reference system are assigned to the robot controller by making tip of the
indicator touching the HLC surface on 3 points (Figure 6, right panels). A proper choice of the points set is chosen to have the
robot frame coincident with the HLC reference system (par. 2, subpar. 2.4 and Figure 3, left panel). Registration errors are in the
range between 0.25 and 0.39 mm, as a consequence of MDF surface roughness.
3. Trajectories Planning
The trajectory planning of robot is designed around the HLC. The planning has to process the CTQs objectives and interpret
information into robot motions, according to strategies of Session 2, subparagraph B. Such progression is performed in 3
steps:
• Stage 1: A geometry to trajectory software (geom2trj) is implemented to process HLP geometric inputs (par. 2,
subpar. 2.5 and Table 2) with Matlab Programming Language (Mathworks Inc.). The software returns set of trajectories
parameterized in function of the scanner optical properties, according to motion strategies (par. 2, subpar. 2.2);
• Stage 2: A trajectory to PLC model (trj2plc) is developed with Simulink Model-Based design language (Mathworks
Inc.): output data of stage 1 are sent to Fanuc robot controller in terms of poses of the robot. Programmable Logic Controller
(PLC) system - interfaced with robot arm controller and real-time executing Matlab and Simulink codes within an industrial
PC – is used;
• Stage 3: Finally, PLC to execution local program (plc2scan) is implemented within robot controller to assign
positions and orientations to internal registers and execute the movements.
The following subparagraphs detail these stages.
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1

Table 2. Geometric parameters of surfaces and frames of the HLC datum and flange (Figure 4)
3.1 Stage 1, geom2trj
Geom2trj processes Table 2 parameters vs. Figure 3 reference system and returns outputs with 4 precision digits. Finally
HLC geometry, with inner and outer surfaces, and main frames of flange and datum, is reconstructed (Figure 7, left panel).
A single laser beam cannot explore all the surfaces of interest in one go. Hence, to cover the whole HLC surfaces and
provide a proper optical tessellation, the robot arm motion is decomposed into multiple sub-movements, where each movement
is constrained by initial and final knots [14]. Hence, a functional definition of trajectories’ parameters, which modulate the
density of the scan grid, is given through three parameters:
- Angular step (angStep) occurring between two consecutive knots of movement;
- Orthogonal distance (offSet) between robot end-effector tip (i.e. the plane of scanner CCD) and HLC surface
(requiring end-effector orientation to be perpendicular to the explored surface).
Exploration trajectories occur out of the object or directly above the flanges, whereas other CTQs necessitate the exploration
of inner surfaces; hence, trajectories are clustered into two groups:
- Explorations of the HLC surfaces at constant distance, which is defined as offset surface (surfOffest);
- Exploration of the HLC holes at constant distance from the hole inner surface, which is defined as within-hole
offset (inOffset).
Finally trajectories planning are parametrized and Figure 7 (right panel) shows a set of them as obtained from geom2trj
software by assuming angStep, surfOffset and inOffset equal to 0.2 rad (~11.4°), 0.2 m and 0.1 m, respectively: a constant
distance of 20 cm from the surface (reported in green colour) is assumed. After the trajectories calculation, the geom2trj
software:
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Figure 7. Parametrization of the HLC geometry from data set of Table 2 (left panel) and pre-planned robot motion
strategy for inspection of CTQ n. 5 with angStep = 0.2 rad » 11.5 ° (right panel): positions and orientations of robot endeffector are reported in red and blue color, respectively.
- Explicates the whole set of position and orientation of the knots
[x, y, z, xnorm, ynorm, znorm]
where x, y, z are robot end-effector coordinates or desired tool positions, xnorm, ynorm, znorm are components of a unit vector,
which is normal to the surface and coming out from it;
- Saves the six vector components within data file.
According to the angStep value, a different set of knots is calculated: for instance, assuming an angular resolution of 30°, a set
of 12 knots is inferred to tessellate the whole flange surface (i.e. 360°/30° = 12). Figure 8 reports this parametrization.

Figure 8. Parameterization of CTQ n. 5 inspection with angStep equal to 30° and surfOffset equal to 50 mm
3.2 Stage 2, trj2plc
The second stage, trj2plc, aims at:
9Downloading set of poses to the controller;
9Feeding robot with one by one pose;
9Performing robot motion.
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Trj2plc is modelled in Simulink environment and interfaced with a program implemented in Fanuc TP programming language
within the teach pendant of the robot (par. 3, subpar. 3.3). The model is designed within a desktop Personal Computer (PC),
compiled and downloaded - by means of a TCP/IP connection - within an industrial PC. This latter one is connected with robot
controller through another TCP/IP protocol. The industrial PC runs Beckhoff TwinCAT 3 system [15], which allows executing
compiled models in real-time; code is executed with a 50 ms cycle time, i.e. a sampling frequency of 20 Hz. The industrial PC
contains the mapping of robot I/O, the PLC program: this latter one is interfaced with the code - in order to collect data - and with
the controller, to manage communication TCP/IP protocol.
The model loads the output collection of poses and pilots the TCP/IP data communication by means of two flags:
- DoneFlag is sent from controller to model (i.e. the industrial PC) when robot is ready to receive new pose slot;
- StartFlag is sent from industrial PC to controller as soon as novel pose has been uploaded.
The two flags are asynchronous and mutually locked, so that only a single flag can be activated at the same time and traffic
collision is prevented. An overview of the model is reported in Figure 9: the model integrates a move2robot function, managing
list of poses and flag transitions.

Figure 9. The trj2plc model is implemented through Matlab & Simulink Programming Language, compiled with Industrial PCbased control technology (Beckhoff TwinCAT 3) and interfaced with Fanuc TP program of Robot Arm 30iA Controller
3. 3 Stage 3, plc2scan
StartFlag has been conceived to manage the traffic of data input towards Fanuc robot controller. On robot side, in fact, the TP
Program receives the pose or 6 coordinate values (par. 3, subpar. 3.1) and flags to perform robot motion towards the desired
poses.
A plc2scan program achieves this task by means of 2 main subroutines (sub):
- Sub1 sets tool and user reference systems - i.e. loads tool and registration parameters - and monitors the input flag;
- Sub2 is called by main program to load poses and assign them to robot position register.
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Plc2scan also checks the value of the flag (a), converts (b) and allocates them into register (c). A time delay (tDelay) is
introduced as further controller parameter: this delay is triggered as soon as a new pose is reached and allows scan device
exploring the assigned portion of surface. The default value of tDelay is set at 1.5 s, but this value can be tailored according
to rotational speed of the beam and the extension of scanned area. Following this time delay, the TP Program returns positive
boolean status of flagDone to trj2plc and communicates that the robot has successfully reached the requested pose (a), the
local cycle time has been executed (b) and the robot is ready for a novel pose input (c).
4. Test bed data
Real-time executions of robot trajectories have been accomplished for the inspection of the HLC and validation of CTQ n. 5
(Table 1); trajectory planning - associated to its motion strategy - has been performed with the following test bed data, i.e. values
of parameters:
- angStep = 0.2 rad ≈ 11.5°
- aurfOffset = 0.1 m
- tDelay = 1.5 s
According to this parametrization, a combination of 64 robot poses is prepared (360°/11.5 ≈ 32 × 2). Robot trajectories are
executed at 50% of maximum speed, resulting in a full flange exploration of less than 2.5 min. Time has been measured with a
resolution of ±1 s. An overview of the exploration process is reported in Figure 10.

Figure 10. HLC geometric inspection of CTQ n. 5 as performed with Fanuc M-6iB at 50% of its maximum speed
Further tests with differently parameterized trajectories for the geometric inspection of CTQ n. 5 have been performed with
different angular resolution, namely 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 rad (2.9°, 5.7°, 11.5° and 17.2°, respectively); these setting yielded to
252, 126, 64 and 42 knots trajectories, respectively. Tests are performed with two values of tDelay, namely 0.1 and 1.5 s
respectively, at 50% of maximum robot speed.
5. Results
Results are summarized in Table 3: the total exploration time to explore the surface is measured from the first knot to the last.
Visualization of the highest density case - i.e. with angStep = 0.05 rad ≈ 2.9° - is reported in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Trajectories parametrization with angStep equal to 0.05 rad (≈ 2.9°) and surfOffset equal to 20 mm
Inspections with higher angular resolution - i.e. with lower value of the angStep parameter - require longer execution times;
nevertheless, even in the hypothesis of a small scanner FoV, the maximum execution time is less than 15 min.
In order to proof the concept, a Microsoft Kinect XBOX 360 device has been mounted on the robot flange (Figure 12) to explore
the HLC: a customized motion strategy has been applied to reconstruct the overall 3D shape of the object and data cloud have
been pre-processed with Kinect Fusion Explorer (Microsoft Corp., [16]). 3D object reconstruction has been post-processed with
Meshlab software [17]. Data clouds have been acquired with the following parameters set-up:
DTmin
DTmax
VMir
VVm
VVRrx
VVry
VVRrz

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.35 m;
2.40 m;
197;
256;
256;
256;
256.

where DT is the depth threshold, VMir is the volume max integration rate, VVm is the volume voxel per meter and VVr is the volume
voxel resolution [16]. Figure 12 reports a qualitative comparison between the HLC (right panel) and the 3D reconstruction of the
object (left panel).

Figure 12. Microsoft Kinect XBOX 360 is mounted on Robot Arm (central panel) to scan the HLC: 3D
shapereconstruction (left panel) of the HLC (right panel) is obtained through Kinect Fusion Explorer pre-processing and
Meshlab Software post-processing (details in par. 4)
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6. Discussion & Conclusion
A real-time and self-adaptive architecture for the geometric inspection of wind turbine hubs has been presented. The
architecture is based on the self-planning of robot trajectories (which are implemented from the geometry of the object),
the definition of Critical-To-Quality parameters and motion strategy associated with those CTQs.
The inspection has been structured and implemented in three stages for the exploration of re-scaled hub model. An initial
registration process, between the robot and the component to be inspected, is needed; registration is based on touching the
object with a dial test indicator on three points of the component. Clearly, for this class of geometric inspection, the parameters
listed are strictly associated with the type of design and measurement and the performed equipment, however other equipment
could be integrated with the appropriate modifications. Moreover, this work has focused on one particular aspect of the wind
turbine geometric inspection, namely the inspection of the hub, but it can be easily extend to the quality test of all wind
turbine mechanical components.
From the software and hardware viewpoints, the proposed technique combines a desktop computer, an industrial PC running
Beckhoff TwinCAT 3 system and a Fanuc M-6iB robot arm, which is connected through a TCP/IP protocol. This set-up can be
integrated with other automatic assembly procedure aimed at self-adaptive manufacturing of wind turbine hubs [18-20].

knots

angStep

exploration time
tDelay [s]
0.1

number

1.5

[rad]

[deg]

[min].[s]

0.05

2.86

252

5.41

11.37

0.1

5.73

126

2.52

5.50

0.2

11.46

64

1.32

2.58

0.3

17.19

42

1.03

2.01

Table 3. Experimental results performed at 50% of maximum speed of the robot arm
Compared with other metrological techniques, the approach of this work allows re-using robotic devices - which are commonly
present in the industrial environment - to perform geometric inspection, rather than purchasing specific devices, like measuring
arms or Gantry Machines [6,9]. The literature reports diverse CAD-based methodologies for the automatic trajectory planning
of robots, which envisage definition of primitives and optimal trajectories [21-23]; however, main focus of these studies is
not on geometric inspection, rather on uniformly distribution of coloured materials on free-form surfaces, as it is the case
of automotive spray paintings [22,24]; some methodologies embed image processing modules [23,25] or usage of optical
and barrier sensors [23] to infer the object shape, instead of extracting information from the component design. Moreover,
in such painting applications, the main purpose relies on preserving a constant paint thickness [21,22], and execution time.
To this aim, models of paint gun [21-23,26,27] and paint deposition rate profile can be embedded within the trajectories
planner, instead of the optical properties of the scanner, as it is the case of this work.
Although the dissimilar fields of application, further work may compare results obtained with techniques which take inspiration
rom these methodologies.
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